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Coach to Seattle
C a r o l i n e C o n k l i n is a graduate of Rad-

cliff e and a special student at MSU. She has
been a regular contributor to VENTURE durm g the past year.

„

The little girl and I stood just far enough
from the gate so that our coats w ouldn’
t get
dirty and stared into the black cavern where
the trains waited, trembling to leave. “
Isn’
t it
exciting,”I said, but she didn’
t hear me. She
wandered back into the crowd after a while,
and after a while I did too.
I hunted in my purse for money, tickets,
baggage checks, all there, and so much of
each the purse would hardly close. A girl
with frowzy red hair watching said, “
I al
ways do that too, I don’
t know why. I
haven’
t lost a ticket yet.” I smiled over her
head at the huge, ecstatic skiers on the Kodak
ad. If I wasn’
t careful I’
d have her chatter
all the way to Seattle and her red hair on my
shoulder at night. I needed nobody’
s chat
ter thank you, and the only way to sleep
coach is to have the whole seat to yourself.
The little girl was standing almost in front
of me looking down at her black patent
leather shoes with straps. I followed her
eyes down and remembered why she was
worried. “
They crease so easily don’
t they,”
I said. “
Almost as soon as you walk out of
the store. Vaseline helps.” The child looked
up at my mouth; her hair grew too low on
her bulging forehead. “
Vaseline” I said.
“
Ask your mother to get you some and put
it on your shoes. Then they won’
t crease so
much.”
She looked down again and I expected to
see a woman smiling defensively at me, ask
ing was I being bothered. There was no one.
There were people who could be her grand
parents, people who could be her sisters, but
no one who could be her mother. She was
staring at me again. “
Go find your grand
mother, honey. Go find the people who are
taking you on the train.” She went but aim
lessly suitcase-touching, and no one looked
at her. I didn’
t follow because she hadn’
t
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looked frightened and wasn’
t my problem
anyway. I lost and forgot.her when the
conductor rolled the train card up, opened
the gate. I had to think about my high heels
on the ramp.
Right away I tried the lever under the
green arm that lowered the seat back. It
worked. I folded my coat, long for warmth
at night, and put it beside me to save the
seat. Now the only thing to worry about
was the pillow, if you don’
t rent one the first
time the man comes, sometimes you don’
t get
one at all. Danny had been at least as appalled
by my going coach as by my going in the first
place. “
I like coach,”I’
d said. “
Besides as
long as I’
m still living off your money, I
want to spend as little of it as possible.” I’
d
been cool and devastating and it was about
time.
There was no one to tell how happy I was
when the train moved, so I kicked off my
shoes and put my feet up instead. Reflected
from the tunnel wall my hair shimmered and
my face was quite nice. Good planes. If
you have good planes age can’
t hurt you, my
mother or somebody said that. Danny back
home trying to write an article without me
probably hadn’
t yet realized I was gone. He’
d
said, “
Nine A.M.? Isn’
t there a later train?
I’
ve counted on having this afternoon to ex
plain. I’
ve cancelled my classes.”
“
Oh, Danny, not a 11 your classes, you
w ouldn’
t disappoint so many nice girls.”
“
I was going to take you to lunch, remem
ber how we used to walk?”
Danny had a face that could run for Presi
dent; he always looked worried except when
he was. He looked worried. “
Danny there’
s
a later train but if I went with you you’
d
say, ‘
Five P.M.? I’
ve counted on having this
evening to explain.’
”
So he’
d stood forlorn in the purple bathrobe
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he lost the belt to three years ago and I
carried my own suitcases to the cab.
We were going past drooping pink washes
and TV aerials, enough for every bird in New
York if they hadn’
t insisted on bunching up.
“
Tickets.”
“
Excuse me, do I change at Albany?”
The hats, I think, is why conductors look
so busy. “
No maam. Straight through to
Cleveland, change to two-oh-nine for Chi
cago.”
“
Two-oh-nine, thank you. By the way I’
ve
always wondered what you write down when
you take tickets.”
“
We aren’
t allowed to say.”
I laughed, he stuck something up over my
head and handed the ticket envelope back.
The thing he stuck over my head was green
but some people had white and some red.
Some had none at all. That was amusing

and mysterious and they w eren’
t allowed
to say.
Most people don’
t realize that not very far
out of the city there are brown cows and
some of them have calves. Before I got tired
looking at them it was lunch time.
Two little boys and their mothers sat across
from me in the diner huddled over the
menu. I looked around for the little girl

from the station, I didn’
t see her. A man
sitting alone across the aisle nodded. I nodded
back, trying to place him. Heavy but no fat,
no bulge even sitting that way with his
hands in his pants pockets. A face that was
all chin. Dark damp hair, waled as corduroy.
Under forty. No one with a chin like that
taught with Danny. I glanced at him again,
not a neighbor, not a store clerk. He pointed
to the chair across from him and nodded
again. I shook my head.
The mother lifted her sharp shoulders.
“
Honestly they beg to come to the diner and
then when they come nothing suits them.
Next time I’
m going to make their father
take them on ahead with him. I say that, I
know he won’
t. Men.”
“
Isn’
t it the truth,”I said. “
But they’
re
such sweet children. What’
s your name,
honey?”
“
Billy.”B illy’
s dirty knuckled hands groped
in the ice pitcher.
“
Billy. How nice. And yours?”
“
Tommy.”
“
Tommy. Well.”
He was still looking.
“
How far are you going on the train, Billy
and Tommy?”
“
They’
re going to Cleveland, aren’
t you
boys.”
Nodding, sullen.
“
And you?”
“
Seattle, my goodness. I could never, all
that way.”
“
Oh well, I’
m travelling alone.”
The man left.
All that way was what Danny had said.
“
Do you hate me three thousand miles
worth?”
“
Oh at least. Besides I’
ve never been
West.”
“
We’
ll go this summer, I promise.”
“
You may go when you .like, I’
m going
now.”
I left the radishes in my salad, and I
wished a good trip to Billy and Tommy who
were eating white ice cream with both hands.
Back in my seat, teeth washed, I noticed
the girl across the aisle. Her hair growing
low as a cap reminded me of someone, the
child in the station. The navy blue suit she
wore didn’
t fit at the shoulders, and there
was a red and yellow sequined bird on the
front. A vulgar, gaudy thing. I told myself
that the child w ouldn’
t grow like that into
3

as if dry goods was the only record in their
victrola brains. I didn’
t have much appetite
for pink pork anyway, I left soon.
The girl across was sprawled faceless over
her seat, the grimy soles of her nylons stick
ing out into the aisle. Dinner hadn’
t done
a thing for the dirty beer taste in my mouth.
I read a magazine, an article about poisons in
your pantry, a story about a little girl dying
who got to be the angel in the fourth grade ■
play.
With all that, the night was beginning
badly. The world is one vast railroad yard
in a lights-on coach at night, there doesn’
t
seem to be anyplace for the train to go. By
the time we got to Cleveland I was too rest
less to read. Two-oh-nine had the same green
seats, we sat on them in the station for an
hour. I wanted to rock back and forth the
way a child does to make it go.
When we finally moved I was almost happy
again. This conductor’
s head was tiny under
his cap. I said, “
Is there a bar car on this
train?” He jerked his head backwards. I
found my good shoes and went there.
The chairs faced the middle of the car,
it was easy and comfortable to look across the
the aisle at the lights of Cleveland. Best
Location in the Nation one of the signs said,
but for somebody else not me.
By the time John came we were out of the
city and there was nothing to look at in the
window across the aisle but each other. We
looked good together in the window. He
didn’
t say anything and I had had enough
liquor to talk about what I wanted to talk
about. I talked about Danny.
“
You’
d never know to look at him that he’
s
almost twelve years older than I. Hair in
his eyes and thin, you know the type.”
“
W hat’
s he do.”
j
“
He teaches college. History. The odd
part is that it took me ten years of marriage 1
to discover how wrong we were for each ,
other. How completely incompatible.”
“
A college professor, huh.”
I didn’
t try to defend him, I didn’
t have ,
to any more. John was twisting in his chair,
coming alive for the first time. “
Are you a
college girl?”
I laughed, plumped up my hair. “
Well
hardly but thanks.”
“
I didn’
t go to college either.”
“
Oh excuse me,” I said, “
I thought you j
(Continued on Page 18)

sulking, hairtwisting adolescence but I knew
she very well might. I hoped the girl lived in
Ohio and was going home.
My train case was heavy with half read
books but I couldn’
t concentrate so I took a
magazine instead. One of the men in a
fashion ad looked like Danny. He was lean
ing on a ladder grinning brainlessly up at
a girl in an evening gown holding a balloon.
Just like Danny, the only difference was she
wasn’
t grinning brainlessly back at him.
I had half a notion to cut it out, send it to
him, but I didn’
t have a stamp.
My schedule said we had half an hour in
Buffalo, and I needed a stretch. I was frown
ing down the steep steps, grabbing for the
low rail, when someone took my elbows and
lifted me down. I looked around, prepared
to snub a playful porter and saw the man
from the dining car.
“
Come on it’
s after five, time for a drink.”
“
Oh no thank you.”
He made a noise, took my arm and dragged;
it was fall down or follow him so I followed
trying not to lose a shoe. In the bar he said,
“
It’
s a dry run from here to Cleveland. I’
m
having Schlitz.”
“
Very well, but you must let me pay for
mine.”
“
Sure, if you twist my arm you can pay for
mine.”
“
I can’
t imagine twisting your arm.”
It was supposed to sound brusque but it
sounded coy instead and I decided after that
to keep my mouth shut. As it was I’
d prob
ably have him bothering me the rest of
the trip. So we drank beer out of threecornered holes in cans and we stared at
each other. Maybe it was some kind of word
less communication but I didn’
t learn a thing
except that he had blue eyes. And that his
name was John, he told me that and shook
my hand, not trying to keep it. The other
thing he said was, “
L et’
s go, Chris. Buffalo
is no town to get left in.”
He didn’
t take my arm again, or help me
up the steps. Unsmiling he said goodbye,
leaving me with nothing even to thank him
for. In the rest room on the way back I
inspected my face for dirt, blemishes, but
there was nothing. So I wrote him off as
in a way attractive but stupid and cocky
and decided to ignore him in the diner.
He wasn’
t in the diner. Two men sat across
from me, looking at me, talking dry goods
4

EXISTENTIAL AESTHETICS:
A n A pproach to the Ontology o f A rt
By JOHN MELTON
JOHN M e l t o n , a senior in philosophy from

Kalispell, makes his first Venture appearance
in this issue. Next year he w ill study at
Emory College, Georgia, as a National D e
fense Scholar.

nouncement may be realized. “
We are the
hollow men, We are the stuffed men.”
This diagnostic statement of E liot’
s con
cerning the mode of existence of modern man
has its echoes and reverberations in virtually
all areas of humanistic thought, both in the
nineteenth and the present century. The
theme has been expressed in various idioms
and with varying degrees of passion ranging
from the prosaic sociological language of Dav
id Riesman in The Lonely Crowd to the tem
pestuous utterances of N ietzsche’
s Zarathustra. The “
crowd” is “
other-directed”
, the
“
last man”is coming. In the realm of what
might distinctly be called religious thought,
Soren Kierkegaard is foremost in declaring
the “
Sickness Unto Death”of modern man;
Simone Weil characterizes this same man as
being “
submerged in materialism”; T. S.
Eliot in another context believes that con
temporary man is the heir of a “
dissociated
sensibility”which was the legacy of post
seventeenth century literature; Nicholas
Berdyaev levels a severe criticism upon The
Bourgeois Mind of modern man. In the realm
of philosophical thought, the “
sickness”of
modern man is penetratingly analyzed by
Karl Jaspers in Man in the Modern Age, and
Martin Heidegger’
s analysis of Dasein’
s prev
alent mode as inauthenticity, together with
his notion of Das Man, gives added dimensions
to the same theme by showing that the “
sick
ness”is not necessarily a peculiar manifesta
tion of modern society, but has'only become
acutely cancerous with the modern plague
of the “
planetary domination of technique.’
,’

We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed men
Leaning together
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!
Our dried voices, when
We whisper together
Are quiet and meaningless
As wind in dry grass
Or rats’feet over broken glass
In our dry cellar
Shape without form, shade without colour,
Paralysed force, gesture without motion;
Those who have crossed
With direct eyes, to death’
s other kingdom
Remember us—if at all—not as lost
Violent souls, but only
As the hollow men
The stuffed men.
—T. S. Eliot, “
The Hollow Men”

The emphasis in this pronouncement upon
the mode of existence of modern man is on
the ‘
we.” Eliot does not claim a privileged
position upon a podium from which to pro
claim the ills of the “
others.” In this same
vein Martin Heidegger would insist that “
the
forgetfulness of Being”is as much his own
responsibility as that of others, whether con
temporary or of previous epochs. This re
sponsibility is not to be abjured but creative
ly affirmed, as it is only from the basis of
such an affirmation that any permanent trans
cendence can be Achieved, that any funda
mental going-beyond the truth of E liot’
s pro5

In the field of psychology, Carl Jung and
Erich Fromm, in their own distinctive idiom
and vocabulary, utter the same general theme.
The titles of two of Fromm’
s books, Man for
Himself and Escape From Freedom give us
what I consider a summary idea of the “
sick
ness”of modern man. Man is estranged from
himself.
These various people and their various
writings clearly point to some type of funda
mental lack in the basic way in which man
assumes his existence and his relation to the
universe. If one takes these thinkers serious
ly, and it seems impossible not to, one can
not but perceive a fundamental truth in
their many pronouncements upon the mode
of existence of modern man. The question
is immediately and characteristically asked,
“
What can we do?” Certain liberal thinkers,
such as Charles Frankel in his book, The
Case For Modern Man, advocate and place
their faith in a manipulation of social struc
tures and institutions as the required pana
cea. I believe that such “
doing”falls grossly
short of the mark because it fails to under
stand the root of the “
affliction.” Manipula
tion of social structures and institutions is
merely a temporary and expedient measure;
it does not understand the ultimate source
of the “
sickness”
, and only succeeds in cover
ing up and repressing the basic “
afflictions”
involved. The “
sickness”will shortly rise
again in a more acute and aggravated condi
tion, exploding in epidemic proportions. It
is not that social structures and institutions
do not play a part in the “
sickness”
, but
“
effective work upon environing conditions
can only arise out of the modality of self
hood.”(Jaspers, p. 177)
Others would summarily dismiss all this
talk about “
sickness” and “
affliction” as
merely a peculiar manifestation of anxiety
and despair in a time of crisis. To this I
would answer with the American psychia
trist Rollo May, “
that a crisis is exactly what
is required to shock people out of unaware
dependence upon external dogma and to force
them to unravel layers of pretense, to reveal
naked truth about themselves which, how
ever unpleasant, will at least be solid.”(Ex
istence, p. 17)
Any attempt to deal with our sickness by
an objective manipulation of social structures
and institutions fails to appreciate the true
locus of the “
sickness”
—the self. And those

who would dismiss the “
sickness”as a pecul
iar product of a time of crisis and therefore
unimportant, fail to appreciate and creatively
affirm the reference of E liot’
s pronoun, “
We.”
It is not a selective reference, it is universal.
The true locus of our “
affliction”is the self.
The “
sickness”is ontological and rooted in
our very mode of existence. The degree to
which one may appreciate this defense de
pends on the amount of value that one may
assign to Kierkegaard’
s notion that the task
of human existence is “
to become what one
is.”The more one thinks about and meditates
upon this notion, the more its sharp ring of
truth resounds in and through one in spite
of the notion’
s obvious paradoxical nature.
This paradoxical notion is the “
cure”of
the “
Sickness Unto Death.” Kierkegaard,
seemingly unsatisfied to let things rest in
paradox, attempted a further elucidation of
this “
cure.” Such a “
cure”is truly effected
by the following “
form ula”
, which describes
the condition of the self when despair is
completely eradicated: “
. . . by relating it
self to its own self and by willing to be it
self, the self is grounded in the Power which
posited it.”(Sickness Unto Death, p. 147) For
some this may indeed be a further elucida
tion of the paradoxical notion that the task
of human existence is “
to become what one
is,”but for me it is paradox upon paradox.
When one finds a strange truth embodied
in paradox and yet is somehow dissatisfied
with paradox, it becomes demanding to at
tempt further inquiry in search of a fuller
and more adequate understanding. The
thoughts which follow represent a facet of
my attempt to reach something approximat
ing a fuller understanding of what it may
mean “
to become what one is.”
“
To become what one is”is the task of
human existence. This “
becoming”cannot be
competely overcome and issue into a state
in which a human being “
is what it is.” The
task of human existence is never completed,
but this is not to say that a human being
may never “
be what it is”and thus exist auth
entically. As in H eidegger’
s perspective, in
authenticity is the prevalent mode, but there
is always the possibility of authenticity. It is
a dynamic process of being liberated from the
bonds of inauthenticity. The “
becoming of
what one is”issues fragmentarily and partial
ly into “
being what one is.”This is the pos(Continued on Page 27)
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VENEREAL REPORT
By JIM POLK

JIM POLK is a junior in English from Miles

City and a frequent contributor to this maga
zine. H e has been recently appointed VEN
TURE editor for the coming year.

“
How can anyone function with the Seven
Dwarfs staring down at you?”he said once
in the hoarse, faraway voice he reserved for
the Great Visions. “
Someday I am going to
have a house with nothing but bamboo cur
tains and black cushions to divide the rooms.
One wall will be all red glass looking out on
a patio crammed with cactus flowers, with
everything all lit up at night.”
“
Look, Mrs. Fry wants to know if you’
ll
need an extra blanket tonight,”I answered
uncertainly. I had only known him a few
days then and was not sure how to talk to
him. He was a big man with a pale, ape
like face and a threadbare sweep of fine
wax-blond hair, and he chalked out scenes
in the air with a cigarette as he spoke. His
dark grey eyes were slightly crossed behind
the thick horn-rims which made him look a
bit idiotic when he was smiling. I knew
he stayed up all night reading paperbacks,
and I had never seen him go to a class. I
was afraid he was going to be a nuisance
and wished Mrs. Fry had left the room vac
ant.
“
Mrs. Fry also wonders when you’
re go
ing to pay the rent,”I said.
“
Now John, don’
t let Mrs. Fry bug you,”
he said, sitting down and compressing my
worn-out hassock like a concertina. “
She
seems nice enough, but she has fat thighs
and her hair is dyed. And she can be a shrew,
a real bitch of a shrew.”
“
Did you know her before?”I mumbled,
not really caring. His eyes seemed to be
focused on the rain dribbling down the win
dow pane.
“
Oh, I know her kind,”he answered vague
ly. “
You know John, we should be jewel
thieves, don’
t you think? College life is much
too depressing for the truly creative mind.
We could steal across rooftops at night and
rob old dowagers.”
I looked at his thick legs and the spray of

The days of last winter were banked with
grey, luminous skies that would darken and
dissolve into a cold vapor of rain by early
afternoon. I would sit in the little upstairs
room at 415 Point Street after class, watch
ing the black network of branches silver with
moisture outside my window, and scribbling
designs in book margins while Lanny talked.
Sometimes I would re-read the World War
I mottoes stitched in the rocking chair cushI ions and study the pictures of three robed
[ Theda Baras in a murky gondola hanging
over the brass-harp headboard of my bed.
But usually I tried to keep up a conversation
with Lanny until the afternoon had faded
and it was time to eat. That was the quar
ter Lanny flunked out and I got a C in
Adolescent Psych and a D in Social Prob
lems.
Lanny had moved next door when the quar
ter began but he spent most of his time in
my room because his was windowless and
had faded scenes from Snow White on the
wallpaper.
7

lines on his white neck. He m ust’
ve been
about thirty-five.
“
We’
d make miserable jewel thieves,” I
said.
“
You don’
t dig me right now, I guess,”He
was looking up at me, his heavy mouth
twisted in a strange smile. “
But I think w e’
ll
get along after a while, because I’
m really
a wonderful person.”
And he was right. We became the best of
friends after a few weeks, if only because he
was in my room every day and I didn’
t know
anybody else. I had transferred from a jun
ior college that year and could not break
through the tight envelopes of disinterest that
seemed to surround most of the State Uni
versity students. Since I have always been
a taciturn person and not physically distinc
tive, I had gone through a whole quarter
knowing only two people that would stop to
talk to me on campus. One was the man
who handed out free cigarettes and the other
was Mabel Kircher who sat next to me in
Social Problems and did nothing but grin
and say she sure hoped nobody had done the
assignment for the day.
So I began to look forward to Lanny
slumped in my rocking chair after class, his
heavy face washed amber by the desk lamp,
with a book in his hand and his cigarette
ceaselessly threading designs in the air. He
was getting a degree in philosophy, he said,
and planned to be a famous author and lec
turer someday. He figured that he could
benefit most by a wide reading knowledge
and intelligent conversation, so he only at
tended classes bn test days.
I suppose I liked him best because he could
invent great stories about my future, based
on the trivial anecdotes I told him about my
past. I wanted to do the same for him, but
he would never give me any information
about himself.
“
Where do you get the money for school,
Lanny?”I said one Saturday when we were
playing poker for cigarettes. “
You must
have a quarry of rich relatives buried some
where.”
His stubby white hands stiffly smothered
the deck he was shuffling, and his smile
tensed to a caricature.
“
Money should be made a mortal sin,”he
murmured, tapping ashes from his cigarette.
“
Someday I’
m going to invest in something,
say a copper mine that will—”

“
No, but what about now?”I interrupted.
Mrs. Fry kept asking about Lanny’
s rent, I
but he seemed to have enough money for I
luxuries.
“
Oh, well, who cares about now?”he sai^
with a grand gesture. He was smiling, but 1
his eyes were fixed on the flowery cards in
a reflective, off-centered glare. “
Things will
get better, because if they didn’
t, right now
would be unbearable. Anyway I get a paltry 1
stipend from the government.”
“
Oh,”I said. “
Well, it keeps you in moc
casins and paperbacks.”
J
“
Yes,”he said. “
I think it’
s time we played
fours, whores and one-eyed jacks, don’
t you?”
Another time I asked him about his fam- 1
ily, and he made bitter cracks abut psych
t going
ologists’dirty minds and said I wasn’
to make a catalog of his Oedipus complexes
and nocturnal emissions. But I ended up
telling him more about my family than was
actually true, and would spend part of the
long grey days in class thinking up ancestral
stories for the evening’
s conversation.
In spite of Lanny, the weeks of the quar
ter dripped slowly past in a clammy file of
hurried walks through mud puddles and the
eraser smell of the Psychology Lab and worm
like casserole lunches at the Student Union.
At last even the conversation with Lanny
petrified into a routine, like a worn-out phon
ograph record we threw on a spindle when
the time for communication came.
Then Dr. Vilnas assigned the special re
ports in Social Problems, and Mabel Kircher
and I got venereal disease as topics.
“
It’
s so pertinent to my basic personal
problem,” she drawled one day as I was
walking her to class. “
I mean a knowledge
of this is so handy.”
“
You have this basic problem too?”I said,
leering. It was not a very witty comeback, '
but she snickered and said yes, how basic
can a problem get?
I snickered back at her, trying not to sound
as vulgar as I felt. Then I saw a hulking fig
ure in a white, buckle-studded trenchcoat
ambling toward us through the gauze of rain,
his slack lips stretched in an ape’
s devilish
grin. It gave me a start to see Lanny with
out his moccasins and levis and the dingy
backdrop of my room, so I only gaped at
him when he said hello. The light made sil
ver disks of his glasses as he turned to Mabel, J
but I knew the grey eyes were making photo8

stats of every detail. I was embarrassed
for her purple sorority jacket and hurried on
past, wondering what he would have to say
about her.
“
Yes, that’
s right. Mabel Kircher,” I
I growled that night, twisting at the yellowed
[ doily on my dresser. It had “
Remember the
Maine”crocheted in red and blue.
“
Mabel Kircher, Mabel Kircher. Why do
| they always look like Mabel Kircher? Brown
f chopped-off hair and heavy glasses and an
obscure, heavy figure under the sweaters.
| Not ugly, just neutral.” He was sitting on
, the edge of the desk, watching the shiny-wet
branches twist in the wind outside, his low
• voice thick with amusement. “
You know,
someday I am going to find a girl whose
name is not Mabel Kircher, who has long
I smooth ash-blonde hair falling in a pony
tail, and big violet-blue eyes. I will meet
her on the bridge in the rain—”
“
I’
ve never met anyone on the bridge, in
; the rain or any other time,”I said flatly,
i irritated at his superior smile.
“
And she’
ll have flawless skin and a soft
voice and she’
ll offer me a cigarette. It’
s
worth waiting for, don’
t you think?” His
cigarette made smoky arcs in the grey light.
“
Bide your time, fellow, and don’
t let all the

“
I’
ve asked Mabel Kircher over to study
our V.D. reports Friday night,”I said. “
I’
ll
sneak her up the back way, and Mrs. Fry
will never know. I want you to buy me some
beer.”
I walked over and slipped four icy silver
dollars into his shirt pocket.
“
Can you see Mabel Kircher standing on
the bridge in a raincoat?”he said quietly.
“
People would laugh and point.”
“
Well, I can’
t spend any more time waiting
for ash-blonde beauties on the bridge. My
life is grimy and dull and I’
m horribly, hor
ribly horny. I plan to just debauch the hell
out of Mabel Kircher.”
“
It always happens this way,” he said,
breathing out smoke with his sigh. “
This
is the way the Mabel Kirchers can propagate
their kind, and the reason there are so few
ash-blondes on the bridge. Why can’
t you
wait?”
“
Just get the beer,”I said. “
I can’
t wait.”
I didn’
t see him the rest of the week, but
there were three cold sixpacks on my bed
when I showed Mabel in that Friday night.
Her first announcement was that my room
was the cutest thing she’
d ever seen, and she
would certainly sew me some window cur
tains to match the linoleum. Then she
bounced quickly into the rocking chair and
began reading statistics tables from General
Syphilis Control, with much giggling and
frequent pauses for beer. She was wearing
a shedding Angora sweater and tight jeans
with fraternity letters whitewashed on the
backside. I knew there was nothing about
her face that I would remember the next
day.
“
This’
ll really be a drag if we have to do
all the diseases—gonorrhea and everything,”
Won’
t
she chirped after a few minutes. “
syphilis be enough?”
I said I thought syphilis was plenty and
why didn’
t we have another beer, turn on
the radio and talk for awhile?
“
Hey, I’
m hot for that,”she said, slamming
the book shut. And she began to tell me
about her psychotic family in Rapid City,
South Dakota, and her traumatic affair with
a minor league baseball player, and how she
was always troubled and depressed and didn’
t
know when she would find herself. By the
end of the monologue we had drained eight
beers, and I was on the bed grinning at her

I

Mabel Kirchers trap you before that moment
f on the bridge is ready for you.”
“
And when is your moment on the bridge
coming?”I said. “
When you’
re sixty? Sev’ enty?”
“
Don’
t be in such a hurry, boy,”he said.
“
Why sell out to the first hog that comes
along?”
[
“
I’
m realistic.”
He looked down at the linoleum and slow
ly rubbed his palms over his thighs, his fine
hair haloed in white by the window. He
said nothing.
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through the thick brass strings of the headboard.
“
You know,” I said thickly, “
You’
re the
first girl I’
ve ever been able to talk to around
here.”
“
Poor boy,”she gurgled, “
You always look
so lonely around school.”
“
It’
s hell,”I said.
She began to snigger at this, coyly press
ing a World War I pillow over the shaggy
heap of her bosom. Then her wide mouth
pinched into an O, and she pointed to the
door with a sharp, squirrel-like screech.
“
Johnny, look.”
I turned and saw Lanny standing in the
open doorway, a liver-colored bruise edging
one eye and a beaded cord of blood angling
across his forehead. He glared off-centeredly
at Mabel for a few seconds and made his
way into the room with slow, bearish steps.
He poised uncertainly over the hassock, sur
veying the beer cans with distaste, and then
sat down very carefully.
“
My God, Lanny, what happened?”I said.
“
I have been drinking, dranking, drunking,
since noon,”he sang in a mournful off-key.
“
And then you know what, John? I went
for a walk on the bridge.”
“
Oh, my God,”I said.
“
Who is he?”Mabel whispered, pulling at
the pillow. It had VICTORY embroidered in
flowers.
“
The clouds were racing by and there was
moonlight on the river. Moonlight on the
river . . .”He began to intone the phrase
over and over like a dirge.
“
Who is he anyway,”Mabel said.
“
Well, go on. What happened?”I said.
“
There was this girl and this man walking
with their backs to me,”he said, his hand
heavily pawing an illustration in the air. “
She
had a raincoat and a scarf, so I went up to
her thinking . . .”
“
Oh no,”I said.
“
I’
m going home,”Mabel said.
“
I began to say things to her. All kind of
different things,”Lanny crooned.
“
And the guy belted you, didn’
t he?”I said.
“
No, no, no, no; well, he did, but that wasn’
t
the saddest part, not at all.” The weal of his
lower lip jutted out and he began kneading
his pale hair with a nervous hand. “
He hit
me all right, but that wasn’
t the saddest part.”
“
Look, Lanny, could you tone it down?
Mrs. Fry can probably hear every—”

“
The very saddest thing was that the girl
in the raincoat turned around, and she looked
just like her.” He jabbed a stubby thumb in
M abel’
s direction. “
Looked just the same. '!
Or should I say unlooked, since that one
doesn’
t look like anything. Yes, unlooked is j
the word.”
“
What’
s wrong with looking like me, I’
m
asking,”Mabel snarled.
“
Oh Mabel, it’
s just that you’
re so dumpy.
So, so dumpy,”he said, smiling coolly.
“
Well, I haven’
t exactly got the hotsies for
you, either,”Mabel said, marching over to
him, the pillow clamped like a shield over
her stomach. “
Me and Johnny were really
having fun till you had to come along. Why |
don’
t you go away?”
“
Dumpy, dumpy, dumpy.”
“
You think you’
re so good-looking, I sup
pose?” She hurled the pillow at his face,
knocking the cigarette from his lips.
It was then that I saw Mrs. Fry standing
in the doorway, her squat body draped in a
purple-flowered kimona, and her blue hair
fossilized in curlers. Her cold-cream mask
was set in deep, furious lines, and hard
marbled eyes darted from Mabel to the beer
cans to Lanny, finally resting on me.
Lanny saw her at the same time, and
stumbled clumsily to his feet.
“
Oh yes! Her too, her too,”he yelled, wav
ing at Mrs. Fry. “
Look at how dumpy!
Mabel Kircher blossomed into maturity.
Dumpiness refined into aged animality. Yay
Mabels, Yay Kirchers, Yay, Yay, Mabel Kirchers!”
I tried to look at Mrs. Fry earnestly in
hopes of somehow rescuing the situation, but
I began to giggle in spite of myself. She
did look like Mabel Kircher.
“
Unite, Kirchers of the World, unite!”Lan
ny gave a little pirouette and sprawled dram
atically on the bed. “
Mabel Kircher. It’
s a
disease of our times, John, A m erica’
s most
common type of venereal problem. And you
better put that into your report.”
“
Who is that woman?”Mabel said urgently.
“
Is it the landlady? It is the landlady isn’
t
it?”
All I could do was laugh.
“
Oh Jesus, I’
ll be expelled.”Mabel sank
limply to the hassock and began biting the
edge of her pillow.
Then Mrs. Fry glided to the center of the
(Continued on Page 26)
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Poems
i

By BARBARAKNIGHT

| ROUNDS OF TEA

The hundred flyingmen
f vanishing in blue clouds
concealed in sky pools
: wept by virtuous women
who forgave
their leave-taking
I and sped them gaily
| in rounds of tea
turning potters’wheels
with their mouths
feeling a lack somewhere
but where
[ lacking adventurous
| youngmen
to love them,
not to need them,
Relaxed
heroes
Crashing men of webbing
and straps
exuding masculinity
with hairy bellies
The women-turned-to-crones
chattering with gossip,
sucking scones
in yellowed kitchens
where the light plays
against lime trees
1 and green leaves
The men-in-spirit, boys
puddling up
scrubbed linoleum
I were soap-smelling
nice after
I bath
before bed.

N IG H T OF DOGS
I'll look at beauty
seeing its tenth
trembling before me
Unable, unperceptive
of the whole
It’
s fog-bound now
a night of dogs
coughing against quiet
night
From stars, indefinably
cold,
gathering complex graces
to tell
I’
ll fail as you’
ll fail
to tell them back
When we walk among
the moons
as free as they
unimpeded by Orion
Sirius will be omnipotent
on these dog nights
The fogged horny breath
drawn by unwilling flesh
cuts across the nostril
chattled for inner air
From the finite point of
a lighted window
or beneath filed
street lamps
I diminish
The field carved
space
that ejected me into
Orion
is a grave for some.
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Days Like Sm oke
A Play in One Act
By ALAN GODDARD

MOTHER: It was a nice funeral. I’
ll fix some
tea. (She takes a kettle, shakes it; it has
plenty of water.) That will be nice,
won’
t it? And, Mrs. Corbett made that
nice chocolate cake there.
RAE: Just to look at it makes me sick. (This
line might get a laugh. The actress must
hold it beyond the laughter, give it
silence.) Why do people bake cakes for
people who have to go to funerals?
MOTHER: You’
re upset, dear. What you
want is a nice cup of tea.
RAE: Never mind.
MOTHER: Well, Gram would like a cup of
tea; and so would I. (Bang, the kettle
goes on the stove.)
RAE: Fine, make some. (She turns, her body
is heavily weighted by the volume of
black.) I have the w idow ’
s traditional
right. (She takes a bottle of whiskey
from the cupboard, and pours herself a
shot.)
MOTHER: Rae! (Rae smiles at her, gulps
the shot, smiles wanly; then she unpins
her veil and hat; she lets the veil drag.)
Well, Rae, I’
m going to fix you a cup of
tea anyway.
RAE: I knew you would, mother.
MOTHER: You’
re just tired, dear. Sit down
and relax. Everything has been such a
strain. (RAE just stands looking at her.)
Rae, don’
t take another drink, please,
What’
ll Gram think? (A brief pause.)
Sit down, dear, you must be exhausted.
RAE: Why do I have to be exhausted,
Mother? My husband is dead, and we
buried him. It takes as little effort as
going downtown and buying a pair of
shoes. It takes about as long. Now, that’
s
a pretty melodramatic thought. I can’
t
help it, though. Death calls for some
kind of dramatizing. Otherwise, it’
s too
sudden.
MOTHER: Rae, please. Control yourself.
RAE: How do you come home from burying

A l a n G o d d a r d , a senior in English from
Butte, is a veteran contributor to VENTURE.

H is play placed first in the Masquer OneAct Play Contest this year.

CHARACTERS:
Rae—a young woman
Mother—a middle-aged woman
Gram—her grandmother, an old woman
Voice—a priest
THE SCENE: The kitchen of a house. There
is no sense of distance or time in this room.
Instead, it only suggests what it is, a kitchen,
by the obvious accoutrements, some pots and
pans, dishes, and a table and chair. It can
be as real, as unreal as the director decides.
THE TIME: One rainy day in early spring.
VOICE: Lord, have mercy upon us.
Christ, have mercy upon us.
Lord, have mercy upon us.
(The women enter into the house. One
feels, rather than hears or sees, the rain. It
is in the gloom of the afternoon which touches
and reflects the face of Rae, the young
woman.)
VOICE: Man that is born of a woman, hath
but a short time to live, and is full of
misery. He cometh up, and is cut
down like a flower; he fleeth as it
were a shadow, and never continueth
in one stay.
In the midst of life we are in
death . . .
Thou shalt show me the path of
life . . .
They shall hunger no more, neither
thirst any more; neither shall the
sun light on them, nor any heat...
All that the Father giveth me shall
come to me, and him that cometh
to me I will in no wise cast out...
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a dead husband? What do you do? You
two have been through it.
MOTHER: I think you’
d better have a talk
with our minister.
RAE: Tell me, Mother, tell me. Can you,
Gram? Mother, I’
m asking you to help
me. Please, please help me. Mother.
MOTHER: Sit down, dear. Your tea will be
ready in a minute.
RAE: The hell with my tea! Help me. I’
m
sorry. I should have known. Do you
know what I want to do? (She waits.)
I want to go out and pick up a man and
stay in bed with him until I don’
t feel
like crying any more.
MOTHER: That’
s what’
s wrong. You haven’
t
had a good cry. You haven’
t let yourself
go. Go ahead; cry.
RAE: I can’
t. I just feel like crying. (She
walks around aimlessly.) It’
s incredible.
I just feel like crying. I go to the mirror
and look; and I see these eyes, I see the
tears in them, beyond them all the way
back into my brain, and I think I may
never cry again. (She finally sits down.)
GRAM: It will pass, Rae; it will pass.
RAE: Do all things pass, Gram? Do you mean
that all I have facing me is the unbear
ably quiet passing of empty days and
bitter nights?
GRAM: Tears, women always have tears,
Rae.
RAE: Mine are lost, unshed, unheard. My
tears are only felt. Can you feel them—
just by looking at me? Can you feel
them, Mother? These are enormous,
aching tears. Has any woman ever felt
these silent, senseless pains of still weep
ing?
GRAM: Ah. (She takes a prayerbook from
her purse and reads, beautifully.) Hear
my prayer, O Lord: and let my crying
come unto thee./Hide not thy face from
me in the time of my trouble; incline
thine ear unto me when I call; O hear
me, and that right soon./For my days are
consumed away like smoke; and my
bones are burnt up as it were a fire
brand./My heart is smitten down, and
withered like grass: so that I forget to
eat my bread./For the voice of my groan
ing, my voice will scarce cleave to my
flesh./I am become like—
RAE: I don’
t even have a .child. (The old

lady looks at her, and puts down her
prayerbook.)
MOTHER: Where do you keep your teabags?
RAE: They’
re in the cupboard overhead on
the right, but don’
t make me any. (She
gets up, goes over and pours herself
another drink, mouths a silent toast—To
the child I never had—and gulps it.)
MOTHER: Don’
t drink any more, Rae.
RAE: How do you begin? Do you come home
and empty his drawers and take out his
suits? Do you burn his books and gifts
to you? Do you go out and buy a single
bed?
MOTHER: Please, Ray, sit down. You’
re
overwrought.
RAE: The hell you say. (But she sits down.)
How do you put a man you loved out of
your thoughts? How do you put all your
love for him out of your thoughts? I
want to know.
MOTHER: Time. Time will do it.
RAE: Time will snatch all this away from
my bungling fingers? Mother, he is the
only man I ever wanted, ever loved. I
want to keep him. (She thinks.) Did
you love my father?
MOTHER: Rae.
RAE: I don’
t think you did. Convention, you
married conventionally. Isn’
t it grand the
way death allows you to say some things?
MOTHER: Rae, how can you say that?
RAE: I’
m sorry. I’
m sorry. (Something
comes from a distance, a far ripping
within her.) I said it because, right now,
I feel as if you, no one, ever loved the
way I do. No one has ever loved anyone
the way I loved that man. I can close
my eyes and feel him all about me. The
smoothness of his skin, the smell of his
body, the touch and taste of him. And
it’
s gone now; my love is dead now, and
buried, and, God it hurts, it hurts. (She
stares at them.) Do all women know this
loss; I want to know. Did you feel the
falling when you realized that his arms
were no longer there to hold you?
MOTHER: Baby, I know what you’
re going
through—
RAE: Do you, Mother?
GRAM: Let her alone, Rae. (Rae turns and
stares at the old woman.)
RAE: I can’
t let her alone. She comes in here
(Continued on Page 24)
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Brother Ed
By MARY CLEARMAN

The sky was deep gray, beginning to be
lighted by the stars in the north. Along the
creek the cottonwoods jutted black, mur
muring in the summer air. The boy, Jerry,
sat cn the board porch in his shirt sleeves
and listened to the night. He leaned against
the upright pine support, tired and quiet.
The dusk and his weariness muted all the
sounds, the rustle of the settling trees, the
floor board in the kitchen that creaked with
his sister’
s steps. A bird called from far
down the creek bottom, and the night breeze
drifted down from the mountains.
Martin, his sister’
s husband, stirred from
the other side of the porch and dropped the
stub of his cigarette. Jerry watched the
glowing redness as it waned, fired up again,
and died under M artin’
s boot heel. “
Should
be a nice day tomorrow,”Martin said. His
voice was unhurried and tired; the worn
boards of the porch creaked as he stood up,
back bent. He was not a big man, and yet
not small. Jerry, lulled by his own fatigue
and the warm night air, only half saw the
familiar tired shoulders tense as his sister
spoke. Libby was standing in the doorway,
indistinct in the dusk.
“
How much hay we going to have?”she
said.
“
Just the little piece above the barn to go,”
said Martin. “
Jerry and me’
ve been making
good time.”
“
How much?”she repeated, her voice edg
ing higher. M artin’
s fingers closed about the
rough porch support.
“
Enough,”he said.
Jerry watched her push a strand of hair
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from her forehead with one fretful hand.
She said nothing more, and Martin took the
tobacco sack from his shirt pocket. “
We
should have all kinds of hay, after the rain
this spring and then this hot spell,”he said.
His voice was even and a little slow, soothing
to Jerry. Martin used to sing him lullabies,
Jerry remembered sleepily, when he was
quite a small boy. Another memory came
to him, of Martin laughing and singing at
a dance. The effort to revive it, to recall the
evasive details roused him from drowsiness.
There was only the face, animated as M artin’
s
face was not, and the music, and the sense
of people crowded about. The music seemed
to return to him, haphazard and gay, with the
sound of a piano and tinny guitar. Hands
clapping in rhythm—he felt himself sinking
into sleep and jerked his head up. Strange
that the scattered bits of memory seemed to
come back the strongest when he was in the
state between sleep and consciousness, when
he was never sure if he were remembering
or dreaming. The faces around Martin
seemed to clear. Libby was there, and an
other face, dark and brooding. He shivered,
suddenly wide awake.
Libby was stirring in the half-light, wiping
her hands absently, over the front of her
dress and refolding her arms. “
I sure hope
we don’
t have to buy a lot of hay this year.”
Martin nodded, drawing on his cigarette.
“
Shouldn’
t have to.”
“
Ed was always going to drain that lower
forty. There’
d be lots of hay if you’
d ever
do that.” Libby’
s voice rose a little again.
Jerry caught the familiar triumphant note.
Martin said mildly, “
Drain that slough, and
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come next spring it’
d flood and wash out the
whole bottom.”
“
Just because it was something Ed
planned,”Libby said mechanically. Jerry,
leaning against the upright post, was aware
of the pattern, the inevitable rote of her
words.
M artin’
s voice was a little sharp. “
Lib,
if you’
d just forget about Ed, you’
d be better
off. My God, he’
s been dead ten years.
Can’
t you quit stewing over it?” Jerry
watched as Martin waited for L ibby’
s reply.
“
Sure, forget all about him! That’
s all you
care, isn’
t it!” Her words trailed away, and
Martin lifted his cigarette and dragged on it.
Exhaling smoke, he sat back down on the
steps with his back to Libby.
A bat flittered past, a darker shape against
the dark sky. Jerry watched it swoop past
the house and on toward the cottonwoods
along the creek. His mind went with it
briefly, exploring the upper recesses of the
dusky branches, wandering through passages
big enough for a bat but much too small for
a boy.
Libby’
s voice cut through his fantasy. “
Jer
ry, get off that step and get to bed. Tomor
row’
s another day.”
“
Okay,”said Jerry. He hunched lower in
his gingham shirt and sat still. The scent
of summer and the night coolness mingled
and coaxed him to drift. From the creek
bottom the bird called again, and he settled
down comfortably. Martin and Libby were
there talking again, something about dogs,
and he opened his eyes in mild interest. Libby
was scolding about the strays that chased the
sheep in the upper pasture, and Martin
soothed her.
“
We’
ve got to rebuild that stretch of fence
above the reservoir, soon’
s the haying’
s done.
Looking down over the sheep pasture like
it does, I can carry the rifle with me and
pepper their hides if they poke their noses
around.”

Libby’
s voice picked up its familiar edge.
“
I won’
t have shooting over there, not where
Ed was killed. If you want to handle that
dog problem, get those wires of Ed’
s and
put electric charges around the outside of the
pasture, like he was always going to.”
Martin said, “
Time we get electric charges
all the way around the pasture, there won’
t
be a sheep left in the band, and besides, it’
s
as liable to electrocute Jerry, there, as stray
dogs.”
“
Something Ed wanted to do, so you . . .”
Her voice roamed on, and Jerry saw Martin
drop the stub of his cigarette carefully, then
grind out the last flaming ember with a boot
heel. That was Mart, Jerry thought, always
careful. Libby said that Ed had had lots of
good ideas, elaborate schemes.
He couldn’
t remember his brother very
well. His memories were hopelessly en
tangled with Libby’
s references. Martin was
very real to him; the broad-shouldered out
line in the dusk was tangible, something that
Jerry could reach out and grasp, while his

brother’
s figure was a shadowy, elusive ghost.
He wished that he could remember E.d.
Libby said that Ed was handsome and tall,
a fine figure of a man. The way she talked,
the girls were all crazy about him, but he
couldn’
t see any of them . . . she said that
he was dark-haired, Jerry thought. He and
Libby both had dark hair, a little wavy, and
their eyes were the dark gray of rain-washed
pebbles. Cautiously, so as not to draw her
attention, he looked over his shoulder at her,
at the slender figure with the tired line of
her breasts and her arms folded over her
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stomach. Suddenly the picture of Martin
singing to clapping hands and the sound of
a piano came back to him, and he saw Libby’
s
face, alive with laughter, looking up into an
other face. It was the dark one that had
pulled him from a doze before. He examined
it carefully, turning it about in his mind.
It remained elusive.
Maybe it was Ed, he thought suddenly.
He d have to ask Mart if he could remember
a dance where he himself might have been.
“
Mart,”he said abruptly.
Mart and Libby both turned to him.
“
Thought I told you to get to bed,”Libby
said.
“
Mart,”he appealed. “
Was I ever at a dance
a long time ago, with you and Lib?”
“
How long ago?”Mart looked thoughtfully
at Libby. “
Didn’
t he usually stay with his
grandmother when we went down to the
community house?”
“
You remember where it was, Jerry?”
Libby asked. Her voice was tired, only half
interested. He shook his head.
“
Mart was singing. There was a piano
going.”
Couldn’
t have been our wedding dance,
could it?”Martin suggested. “
We had it at
your grandmother’
s, and your Aunt Sue was
jplaying the piano. We were all feeling
pretty good, if I remember.”
Libby leaned against the doorjamb. “
Ed
and I danced a polka up and down that old
room till I thought I’
d drop! Ed could sure
dan<?e.”
“
Mmm,”Martin said.
Her voice took on its odd little note of
triumph. “
Just cause you can’
t.”
Martin s voice rose from its accustomed
low pitch. “
Because I can’
t, didn’
t mean you
should have spent your time with your
brother at our wedding dance.”
“
Why’
d you want to marry me, anyway?”
her voice was not angry, but cool, faintly
superior.
He looked at her levelly. “
You were a
pretty girl.”
“
I was?” She stared at him, her head up.
His gaze was steady, and she dropped her
eyes petulantly, passing a defensive hand
over her disordered hair. “
Now I s’
pose
you’
ll say you know why I wanted to marry
you,”she said.
“
I didn’
t say that,”Martin said.
“
I’
ll never have another baby,”she said.
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Martin sighed tiredly. “
I know.”
Jerry shifted himself on the pine boards.
He had been four years old when Ed had
t really pick out
been killed, and he couldn’
any details for himself, just a sentence here
and there, jumbled words of L ibby’
s. Ed
had been found dead during hunting season
with a rifle bullet through his head; some
green hunter had gotten trigger-happy, was
all they had ever been able to surmise. It
had happened, and it had left Libby empty.
That was why Libby fretted about M artin’
s
carrying a gun into the upper pasture.
“
Jerry!”L ibby’
s voice was tight. “
To bed.
I told you before, and now I tell you again,
tom orrow ’
ll be here ’
fore you know it, and
the hay to go up. Now march!”
Jerry left the porch slowly, kicking a pebble
until it rolled down through a crack between
the pine boards. He wandered slowly
through the kitchen door, and a waft of Lib
by’
s voice followed him, scolding Martin.
“
There’
s all that stuff, all ready for an
electric fence, been there since Ed was killed,
and nothing ever done with it. What do you
plan to do, let it sit there till it falls apart?”
Martin said something in a conciliatory mono
tone, and Jerry heard Libby’
s answer as he
passed the window. “
If Ed was alive! Oh,
God, if Ed was alive.”
“‘
Oh, God,’is right,”Martin said briefly.
Jerry heard the rising of L ibby’
s answer as
he hurried up the back stairs.
Jerry dreamed that night, woke up and
considered, and slept and dreamed again.
The next morning he was not sure exactly
what had emerged awake, and what asleep.
There had been a man in his dream, and the
man approached him, and he shrank back
against a wall in terror. The man drew
closer and closer, and finally dissolved in a
wild circle of red. Jerry wasn’
t sure why he
was so afraid, or who the man was, or why
he disappeared. He was very tired in the
morning.
When they went to rebuild the fence several
days later, the rifle was in the gunboot on
Martin s saddle. Jerry thought of his sister,
and looked at Martin, but Martin said noth
ing.
The new fence stretched behind them down
the hill, bristling in its shining wire. Jerry
tapped a taut strand with a stick and listened
to the hum that traveled down its length.
The wire glittered blue in the sun, and a

meadowlark perched on a post down the hill
and whistled. Jerry pulled off his heavy
gloves and wiped the sweat from his face
with his forearm.
Martin squatted in his faded blue jeans
and took a pouch of tobacco from his shirt
pocket. Mechanically he rolled a cigarette.
“
By gosh,”he said. “
Looks like we just about
got it licked, Jerry-boy.”
Jerry nodded. “
One more job done.”
They sat in the shade of a big pine tree
at the top of the hill. A tiny breeze flickered.
Jerry sighed comfortably, feeling the air flow
through his hair. Below them, the surface
of the reservoir sparkled in the sun. “
Ever
sit up here before, Mart?” he asked.
Martin glanced at him, flicking his cigar
ette. “
Two or three times.”
Beyond the reservoir, the chokecherries
were quiet in the heat, and the sheep, white
dots on the hill above them, seemed hardly
to move. Jerry’
s eyes wandered over the
peacefulness, absorbing the sensations of the
cool air under the pines and the scent of
the rich grass.
When it changed, he didn’
t really notice
it. He watched, blinking, as the sheep, roused
from their grazing, spilled across the pasture.
“
Hey Mart,”he said uncertainly.
Martin looked up, first at Jerry and then
down across the pasture. The sheep had
stopped running and were bunched together,
looking back at the black speck that was the
dog. Martin got up unhurriedly, walked
over to the drowsing saddle horses, and
pulled the thirty-ought-six out of his gunboot. Jerry stared at him. “
You can’
t hit
that dog from here!”
Martin didn’
t answer. He turned the doz
ing gelding broadside down the hill and lev
eled the rifle across him, using the seat of
the saddle for a rest. Jerry watched openmouthed as Martin sighted down the barrel
at the distant dog and deliberately tightened
his finger on the trigger.
The gelding jerked his head in mild an
noyance as the rifle cracked. Jerry scanned
the hillside, but the black speck didn’
t seem
to be there any more. The sheep, panicking,
scattered into the chokecherries.
“
Anyway, you scared him, Mart”said Jer
ry. “
I sure don’
t see him over there.”
Martin slid the rifle back into the boot.
“
Let’
s wander over and take a look.”
Together they rode down the hill. It was

when they were nearly into the sheep pasture
that Jerry remembered. “
Mart, this is where
Ed was killed, wasn’
t it? Somewhere on this
hill?”
Martin glanced at him. “
Yes, I guess it
was, Jerry.” He swung off to open the gate
into the pasture, and Jerry rode ahead. He
t have hit the dog at
was sure Martin couldn’
that range, but still he circled around, using
a big clump of buckbrush for a guide. Then
his mare stopped short and snorted suspi
ciously, her ears pricked, and he saw the black
corpse, lying in a depression in the ground
and nearly hidden by the heavy grass. “
Hey!”
he said, amazed.
He dismounted, leaving the mare to roll
her eyes and snort, and walked over. He
saw the perfect hole in the dog’
s skull, and
stopped. Suddenly his dream came rush
ing back, and the man was there, advancing,
menacing, and Jerry stepped back in a wave
of fear. The summer air seemed cold, and
he shivered and gasped.
A shadow fell over him, and he looked up
at Martin, sitting on his horse, saying nothing.
The man from the dream shrank and dis
solved in a spinning red circle, and disap
peared. Jerry shook away the blinding teror that had held him, and found himself
staring at the bullet hole in the dog’
s head,
at the trickle of red that was already drying
and becoming invisible against the black hair.
He was suddenly and violently ill, and Mar
tin dismounted and held him while he retched.
As they rode home together, Jerry said,
“
Mart, was I afraid of Ed?”
“
Most everybody was, a little bit. Except
Libby.”
“
But me especially?”Jerry persisted.
Martin looked at him with somber eyes.
“
Yes. You especially.” He sighed and rubbed
his head. “
I often look back and wonder.
Sometimes—I don’
t know. I loved Libby,
Jerry. Guess I still do. And I thought I
could make it up to her. Crazy, I guess.”
He sighed again, and added, “
But I’
d never do
it over again any different. I did what had
to be done.”
Jerry rode quietly for a minute, thinking
in the peaceful rhythm of the thud of the
horses hooves in the dirt road, free of the
terror of dreams and of half-remembrances.
“
Poor Libby,”he said.
Martin smiled, pushing his hat to the back
of his head. “
Yes,”he said, “
poor Libby.”
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Coach to Seattle . , .

would help a lot. Dark, heavy frames is
what you want.”
He took his fingers down and nodded and
that was the second bond. We had another
drink on that. He said, “
Funny, I always
used to think glasses were sissy. You don’
t
hear sissy much any more.”
“
That’
s right you don’
t. Don’
t you think,”
I sat forward and pecked at my forehead with
my fingers, it was a trick of Danny’
s and
what I said was probably Danny’
s too. “
Don’
t
you think, John, that words become obsolete
as our national mores and values change?
If you think I’
m wrong, say so.”
“
No, I think you’
re right, Chris, absolutely
right.”
There had to be something to say next but
I couldn’
t think of it. I wasn’
t comfortable
in that chair any more and I was tired but
there had to be something to say next, so
what I’
d just said would sound less foolish.
“
You’
re a girl who really uses her head,
Chris. I admire that in a person.”
I thought he was making fun of me. “
Well
thanks, but I’
m hardly a girl.”
“
Oh I w ouldn’
t say that.”
It was he who thought of something to
say next, not me at all. He wanted to know
if I were riding Pullman, he was riding
Pullman he said. So help me I didn’
t catch
on until he asked me outright to go to bed
with him.
I was more relieved than shocked at first,
so I didn’
t answer immediately. He hunched
one fat shoulder at me. “
Look at it like
this. We don’
t know each other. That’
s
good, right? I get off in Chicago, that’
s five
thirty in the morning. You’
ll never see
me again.”
There’
s no other word for it; he was leering.
It took all the upbringing I had not to laugh
in his face. “
Sorry but I’
m afraid not.” I
stood up too fast just as the train lurched. He
stood up too and I had to hold on to him or
fall down, that was the choice, so I held on
to him. “
I can be pretty good company,
Chris.”
“
No.”
I turned too fast, almost fell again, he took
my arm. “
I’
ll see you back anyway.” There
was nothing to do but let him push me
through the wavering cars. I knew he would
try to kiss me and I knew where, between
the cars where the roar is loudest and no one
sees. But I made it safely through four cars.

(Continued from Page 4)
meant was I, no of course you didn’
t mean
that.”
“
What?”
“
'Nothing.”
He wasn’
t listening to me anyway. “
My
wife was a college girl.” He was shaking his
head sideways, it looked funny as though he
were trying to shake water out of his ear.
“
Boy, she never let me forget it either.”
“
That’
s too bad.”
“
So believe me I know what you were up
against with that college professor husband
of yours.”
Oh no he didn’
t, but how nice that he
thought so. How nice that the train was
smoothly on-time going West and that I was
on it talking to someone who thought he
knew what I was up against. I had stopped
thinking; I was feeling the patterned vibra
tions under me, watching the glasses jiggle
gently in place. I assumed he was doing the
same and when he said, “
I don’
t know very
much, Chris,”I said automatically. “
You’
re
just being modest.”
“
Why do you say that, you don’
t even know
me.”
His belligerence shocked me as if the train
had stopped. I felt as I used to when the
teacher caught me day dreaming.
“
Oh, why I say that because you think be
fore you speak, that’
s the mark of an intelli
gent man, and you have a, you have a sense
of humor and you, well just the way you
talk.”
I would have failed for that in school but
I wasn’
t in school.
He took my idiotic words arid worked them
over in his mind into a good thing to have
said. I watched him smile without knowing
he smiled, that was the first bond between
us.
He said, “
Don’
t you think it’
s the way I
look gives people the wrong idea? I look
like, you know, like I’
m on the way to my
next fight. Like I’
m maybe punchy.”
He did, but I looked hard at him as if
trying to see it. “
I don’
t think that’
s true
at all, John. You do have a very strong face.”
“
How about glasses.” He made frames out
of his fingers and peered at me. I didn’
t
laugh. “
Yes,”I said. “
Yes, that’
s it. Glasses
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I could read my own coach number on the
last door and then I tripped. He caught me.
We looked at each other for long seconds be
fore I realized I was free to go and I did.
As I pushed open the door he slapped me
once on the shoulder.
When I got to my seat I was afraid I’
d
left something in the bar, but I checked my
‘ purse and I hadn’
t. So that was that, except
you’
d think a woman my age would know
better.
'
The girl across the aisle was looking at me,
I pushed my hair back and turned.
[■ Dear God, not a girl, this woman was as
old as I. Black hair wiry from too many
[ twice-a-year permanents, blue skirt tight
, over gartered thighs.
“
Excuse me but when do we change time?”
“
Soon now I think, if I remember rightly
just out of Toledo. I’
ll check my schedule.”
“
Oh no need. We gain an hour, don’
t we.”
“
Yes.”
She leaned back, stretched out with her
thick crossed ankles on the floor. I was cold,
cold inside. I stared trying to see the hair
twisting girl, willing her to be the hair
twisting girl.
Then I saw, no sequined bird on her jacket.
Then I remembered, we had changed trains.
The girl must have gotten off in Cleveland.
I laughed at myself and slept soon.
Some of Chicago’
s night lights were still
on when we got there. It was good to leave
that coach, smelling of old smoke and old
sleep. I looked at nobody for fear of seeing
John. I took the first cab I could find to
1 the new station.
What I saw of Chicago from the cab was
grey and empty, grayer and emptier even
[ than New York.
But I had breakfast and felt better, better
| sitting in that high bright station than I had
| felt since we left New York. I bought a new
| magazine to wait with, flipping the pages
I looking for the male model who reminded me
of Danny. Perhaps I found him, I couldn’
t
be sure, but a man in an illustration for a
_ gangster story looked like John. I thought
that was amusing and looked up for someone
\ to share it with.
“
Miss, would you mind watching my suit
case for a few minutes?” Pink creased face
and dyed hair to her shoulders.
“
All right.”
“
Oh thanks, can you tell me where the—”

Envoi to W.B. Y.
By MARY MORRIS
We, because we never see, have
Somehow kept these several hungering
strangeling vows to one another;
Others, alas, have also kept such
thin bridging mind-devices.
But when I think upon thy face,
and how you shine into so many
sleeps, despairs, desires,
Then strangely do I fail from thee,
and strangely do I most desire
The old contours of his
worn countenance, whose eyes
have met face after face.

“
No I’
m sorry, why don’
t you ask informa
tion.”
Danny taught social history and I was
a sophomore. I kept all my notes and I have
down in them somewhere that Thorstein
Veblen used to sleep with his students. The
other girls giggled when Danny said things
like that but not me, to me they were sober,
social facts the significance of which escaped
me only because I hadn’
t studied hard enough.
I studied harder. I got up at five to study
for his ten o’
clock. I went to his office hours
every Wednesday. I had so much to learn.
My roommate said that wasn’
t the way,
she said I should comb my hair and use eye
shadow because that was the kind of mind
she had.
She was wrong, wasn’
t she. He married
me, didn’
t he.
I thought being married to a professor
would be like going to college all the time,
I don’
t know about the others but for me
it was. I went to the library the day we
came back from Martha’
s Vineyard and I
spent so much time there they gave me a
stack card. We celebrated our first anni
versary and Danny’
s first article in Social
Forces on the same night. I wouldn’
t let him
give me joint authorship on that one, on
some of the others though I did.
There were no children. I had lots of
time for reading. At faculty parties some of
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the new ones invariably took me for an in
structor. We laughed about it.
So it was seven, eight and nine years, we
had things in common, we had mutual re
spect, we had intelligent conversations at
breakfast. When the anonymous phone call
came I just asked Danny, just asked calmly,
and Danny put his hands over his face and
I said, “
It’
s a student, isn’
t it.”
“
Oh Chris, if I could explain.”
“
Is it the first student, Danny?”
His hair fell down over his fingers, over
his face, and that I guess was the day I grad
uated.
I left the unused portions in the kitchen and
I walked out. To Chicago where nobody
looked at me and said, “
W here’
s your hus
band, you silly girl.”
Hardly a girl.
“
North Coast Limited now loading, track 32
for St. Paul, Minneapolis, Fargo, Butte, Spo
kane, Seattle.”
My new train was beautiful with red seats
and a thing underneath for my legs, with
a dome car for me to sit in when I felt like
it, with a pretty lady in a cap who said wel
come. She was going to call my attention
to points of interest, she said, she was going
to be with me the whole trip.
I stretched my legs on the red thing that
pulled out, tested the ash tray lid, looked
at Van Gogh’
s Sunflowers hanging at the
end of the car. This was the way to be
going and now was the time. Yesterday
was nothing, like a walk to the station. Danny
was behind in New York and John was be
hind in Chicago and I was on a train with
a Yin-Yang symbol painted on every car.
So I leaned back and thought for a few
miles about complementary opposites, day
and night, male and female, good and evil.
I was still thinking about good and evil when
I saw her.
I hadn’
t even seen the Mississippi before I
saw her. I turned around to see if there
was a picture at the back of the car too,
something black and stormy, when I saw her
right behind me and the red and yellow bird
on her suit.
Turned around I could still see her, I
couldn’
t see anything else. Then I thought,
I used my head. I’
m a girl who uses her head.
Blue suits were fashionable this season, I
thought. Sears and Roebuck turns out blue
suits by the thousand, blue suits with birds by

the hundred. All kinds of women buy blue
suits, even women like the one behind me
with white in her hair and ridges in her neck.
I was all right then. I could see the sun
flowers again. I began reading a story and
I was all right until she tapped my shouder
and said, incredibly, “
Excuse me but when do
we change our watches?”
“
I’
ll have to look at my schedule.”
“
Would you mind? I just can’
t read those
things, I’
m always having to ask.”
She breathed on my neck so that I could
hardly read the symbols. “
We don’
t change
time until the middle of the night.”
She clicked her tongue. “
You don’
t say?
Do we set our watches ahead or back? I
never could understand why we had to do
it at all.”
“
Back.”
“
Thanks so much.”
It was a pretty sunset, I guess, if sunsets
ever are. I went to dinner the first time the
girl in the cap came around with her chimes.
I stayed through two pots of coffee and the
last of the light. Stayed until everyone else
had gone and the waiter dumped a handful
of heavy clean silver by my arm. It had to be
breakfast silver. I thought about breakfast
as long as I could, about fat yellow eggs,
about orange juice leaving pulp on the glass.
About the sun coming up pink then burning
the window sills too hot to touch.
A porter dressing pillows at the end of the
last Pullman pressed himself flat against the
shelves to let me pass. “
Pardon me.” He
didn’
t turn. “
What is the next station?” I
looked at the wrinkled black back of his
neck.
“
I asked you what is the next station, aren’
t
you allowed to say?”
“
Fargo. Midnight.”
“
Not until then?”
He took another pillow and another case
and waited for me to go. “
Thanks a million,”
I said.
The people in my car were just faces
under their reading lights. I stared at each
seat and not ahead until I recognized my
crumpled coat and my magazine on the floor,
stepped-on, too gritty to touch. Without
looking I knew she was sitting up, tilted back,
awake. I took another magazine and thought
through the recipes, where fhe flour was in
my kitchen, where the light syrup was in
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the store down the block. It took a long
time.
Mine was the last light in the car, one
candle in walless space. The soldier across
from me sat up once. My light was keeping
him awake. I was sorry but I needed him
to be awake, if he knew he w ouldn’
t mind.
At Fargo no one got off, no one got on, the
conductor didn’
t come. For a few minutes
after the soldier slept he snored, then he
stopped. When he stopped I let the maga
zine fall.
It began in my fingertips, it ran up my
arms and into my chest, my heart pounded
in my stomach, my neck. I twisted my
fingers together to stop their shaking but it
was too late, the cold shimmering fear was in
my brain. Pushed against my eyes and the
top of my head. My face was in the window.
Twice I lurched up for the light, the third
time it went off and my face in the window
was gone. I wanted nothingness. But the hills
were blacker than the sky. They passed me
in undulating, mocking, changeless change.
When my arms and my legs were too cold
to feel I kicked off my shoes and brought
my legs up under my body, pulled my coat
over me, huddled my shoulders. The coat
was too short.
Sometimes in that night the window rocked
sideways, the hills with it. Sometimes my
heart was louder than the wheels of the train.
Sometimes the hills rushed toward me, some
times away.
I wondered if I were going to scream. I
wondered if my heart were going to stop. I
wondered if my mind would let go and
I would not be myself or anyone else ever.
That none of those things happened didn’
t
matter, because all night long they were go
ing to.
The towns and the pain were what kept me.
The towns were for a few seconds a glow in
the sky, then suddenly an alarm bell, sud
denly one darting street neon-scrawled, sud
denly nothing. Between towns it was the
marvelous pain, the seat arm punching the
flesh at my waist, the throbbing aches in my
cramped legs. I didn’
t move. I didn’
t close
my eyes. I saw the sky come blue and the
hills grow trees, even then I didn’
t close my
eyes.
When people began waking up, heads over
seat backs, my pulse was easy under my
fingers. I thought it was going to be all

right, I thought it was going to be all right
until she pulled herself up by the back of
my seat and the car rocked.
So I got off the train. I was going to get
off in Glendive but in Glendive there was
a woman drunken or sick beside the track,
drunken or sick at six in the morning. I
stared at her, she hadn’
t moved when the
train pulled away and I couldn’
t stare at her
long without turning around. The train went
on and on through yellow ground and more
sky than I had thought there was. My sched
ule said Butte. I’
d heard of Butte. W e’
d
get there in the middle of the afternoon
and I’
d get off. I’
d phone long distance.
I could call my mother in Massachusetts.
No, I had an old roommate who lived in Den
ver, that was closer. W asn’
t it. Was any
thing close to so much nothing.
Behind me she coughed and then it was
Danny I was going to call. It was Danny
I had been going to call from Fargo, I just
hadn’
t known it then. Dan I’
m frightened.
He w ouldn’
t laugh at me. H e’
d never men
tion it the rest of our lives. He’
d remember
though and so would I, it would be there be
hind some words, some day.
I had to eat. The eggs and the orange
juice didn’
t help, and I couldn’
t go back to
my seat without seeing her. I went to the
dome car instead, where there was hot white
sun and people, many people talking.
A man knelt tall on one of the seats and
faced the man behind. He wore a pressed
brown suit and pressed crinkles in his hair.
He touched the other man lightly on the
shoulder with the back of one hand. “
But
where are the lost tribes of Israel? Can you
offer an explanation? No? Then why not
listen to ours?”
The man laughed softly, hunching away.
Strangers met eyes and laughed softly too.
“
May I ask, Sir, with what church you are
affiliated? That’
s a simple question, now,
isn’
t it?”
Somebody said, “
Say you’
re a Catholic, that
stops em.” Somebody laughed.
I dozed a little, cottoned by the voices
around me from the voices within.
“
I would never fly, never. I’
m deathly
afraid of planes. Cars too. What is safer
than a train? Of course you hear of ac
cidents, but my goodness no one ever gets
killed.”
“
. . . best batting average in the league.
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Give him a year, two at the outside, bet you
any amount of money.”
. . the Catholics have a claim, we have a
claim. Ask God which is valid. Ask him
yourself, Sir. It is important to your everlast
ing”
How old is she, Danny?
Chris, what does it matter.
Don’
t pretend you don’
t know. She told
you, she’
s proud of it.
She’
ll be twenty in May.
If . . lived in Montana all my life, never
lived anywhere else, wouldn’
t give you a
fig for the biggest city in the”
“
. .. this trip every year since our daughter
got married. Edna thinks it’
s time we let
them come to us, don’
t you Edna?”
“
. . . say what you want it’
s who’
s in the
White House, no you can talk till you’
re
blue, it’
s who’
s in the”
“
I’
ll leave this book with you, Sir, with cer
tain important passages marked. Read it,
and ask.”
Are you still giving that Veblen lecture,
Danny?
What?
You’
re a girl who really uses her head,
Chris.
Hardly.
“
. . . . as safe in this train as I do in my
own kitchen.”
When I slept I didn’
t dream; when I woke
it was late afternoon and we were in the
mountains. Mountains in beautiful sharp
disorder standing still, careful not to injure
the going-somewhere streams. The train
slithered ahead of me green and insignif
icant as a garden snake and I liked being
on it looking at those mountains. Of all the
things I saw, I liked that best.
I hadn’
t gotten off in Butte.
Thinking about her was the best thing.
It wasn’
t hard thinking about her, looking
at the mountains. I thought about her until
if there hadn’
t been a very old lady in blue
down in my coach I would have been sur
prised and disappointed. The surprise was
that she was sitting on the outside half of
my own seat.
I said excuse me and stepped over her
bone ankled, thick shoed feet.
There was nothing to read. I stared out
the window. Once things went black. I
put up my hand, I was all right again.

“
You don’
t look well dear. Is there some
thing I can do?”
She blinked her red-rimmed eyes at me
and her breath smelled of teeth.
“
No. You’
re very kind.”
“
I’
ve always said, no trouble is so large it
can’
t be made smaller by talking it out.”
“
Have you?”
She said nothing more but she was still
there and when I looked around she nodded
at me. She would probably stay there all
night.
I turned, I smiled. “
I have just murdered
my husband,” I said, “
and I am troubled
because I am afraid the authorities will
find me out.”
She nodded. “
Running away doesn’
t solve
anything.”
So there was nothing to do but say, “
Didn’
t
you ever run away?”and let her talk.
“
Once when I was a little girl on my
father’
s farm. I had pale hair like yours
then dear. We had the richest farm in the
county in those days. I remember I had a
brand new dress, my it was a pretty thing.
Pink. How I’
d wanted a pink dress and this
one was store-bought with little ribbons.”
Pink in the mountains and pink in the
bottom of the streams. The streams moved
t move at all,
West and the mountains didn’
the mountains wore away, wore away, and
one day they’
d be like my mountains back
home. Round. Snowless. Indulged.
“
. . . but at the last minute they told me
I couldn’
t go, said there wasn’
t going to be
a party, someone at the house was sick they
said. I didn’
t believe them, not for a minute.”
The mountains choked the silly little
streams after a while, and they didn’
t go any
where any more.
“
. . . my was I scared. Running through
the woods, tripping over roots. My uncle
found me. I’
ve never been so glad to see
anyone in my life.”
Or was it the streams ate away the moun
tains, or both.
“
. . . the worst part was the dress never
could be repaired. They had to throw it
away.”
I leaned forward, she had trouble focusing
on me. She had forgotten me. “
Was there
a party?”
“
Why dear, I don’
t know. I never thought.”
I stood up. “
Excuse me, and thanks so
much.”
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For a terrible moment I thought she wasn’
t
going to let me out, but it was just that she
was slow to realize and at last she moved
her thin old legs over. “
It isn’
t time to eat
yet, dear, w e’
ve moved back an hour.”
Thank you.
It was coming night again. I didn’
t know,
but I didn’
t think I could be on that train
another night. I didn’
t know, but I didn’
t
think so. I could get off in Spokane, that
came at ten thirty. I could call Danny from
there. Spokane was almost Seattle.. I could
tell Danny it was Seattle, he would never
know.
I ate as much dinner as I could and then
I went back. She was still there. Still on
the outside of my seat. Sleeping now, but
when I came she would wake up.
I went to the rest room, washed my teeth,
my face for a long time. A woman smoking
said, “
Was your plane grounded too? D oesn’
t
it just make you furious.”
“
No.”
I stood holding on to the swaying white
bowl, swaying too. I could feel it coming
back, worse now because I couldn’
t believe
any more that it was the old woman, or any
woman, or any girl, or any blue suit, because
I couldn’
t use my head about it now. The
smoking woman asked if anything was wrong.
No.
I walked the other way until I came to the
bar. I sat down. I would drink there until
Spokane. If I drank enough perhaps I
couldn’
t get off. Danny, I’
m frightened.
By ten o’
clock the man behind the tiny bar
was watching me. Perhaps he was wonder
ing why I wasn’
t drunk. So was I. The
second time he wiped off my table I said,
“
Will we be late into Spokane?”
“
No ma’
am, right on time.”
He was happy that I was getting off in Spo
kane.
“
One more please,”I said.
I had fifteen minutes left when he came
and sat down at my table. He said, “
You
don’
t look good, Chris.”
“
I don’
t feel good,”I said. “
I thought you
got off in Chicago.”
“
I decided not to.” He w ouldn’
t look at me.
“
You decided not to or you were never
going to?”
“
What’
s the difference, you never saw me

again, did you? You never would have ex
cept I thought you didn’
t look good.”
“
You do, John. You look good.”
He was shaking his head that dear funny
way again and he was still not looking at
me. “
Chris, about that night, I don’
t know
what was the matter with me.” He said, “
I
can’
t explain.”
“
John, it’
s perfectly all right. It’
s absolutely
all right.”
He thought I was drunk, he thought he un
derstood me again. He ordered beer. The
Ma’
am if you’
re getting
waiter brought it. “
off in Spokane, you’
ve got five minutes.”
“
Thanks I’
m not getting off in Spokane.
I’
m going to Seattle. Aren’
t I John. John,
they never call you Johnny do they, just
John.”
“
What’
s the matter Chris?”
“
Why do they all ask me that. I know why.”
He drank his beer and after a while he
said, “
I’
ve been thinking about what you
said, about words.”
“
What did I say about words, whatever it
was I probably didn’
t know what I was talk
ing about.”
“
You said words were obsolete, some words
you know like sissy and I’
ve thought of a
couple more you might . . .”
“
Oh John I was right about that, absol
utely right.”
“
Well I thought so.” He glared at me.
“
Are you joking? Obsolete, that’
s what you
said, isn ’
t it?”
“
That’
s what I said and John let me sleep
with you tonight.”
He looked angry, he looked angry enough
to hit me. “
Please.”
“
Why.”
“
Because your eyes are blue,”I said, “
be
cause an old lady has taken my seat.”
I think he would have refused, but when he
got up I followed him, through still dark
curtains to one that belonged to him and me.
I don’
t remember much about that night but
it was very short, very warm. In the morn
ing we put the bed up, bits of blanket and
sheet hung over the edge of the wall. He
w ouldn’
t talk to me. It was raining when we
came into Seattle and all the signs on all
the warehouses needed paint. When I left
I said, “
Dark, heavy frames, John, don’
t for
get”but I think he thought I was making
fun of him.
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Days Like Smoke . . .
(Continued from Page 13)
and puts on the kettle for tea, and mouths
all the thin words while my world is
screaming.
MOTHER: I know you don’
t like me, but
I wish you’
d stop—I just wish you’
d
stop. You’
re my child; I want to help,
I want to comfort you.
RAE: I don’
t think anything will ever com
fort me. When I saw him there dead, I
wanted to kill myself. I waited too long.
For a moment or two I thought that I
would be able to see into his eyes—force
them open and make him alive again,
but—then I went to bed that night, and
I thought he—he’
s dead. And I couldn’
t
sleep. I kept tossing and grabbing the
empty pillow next to me. Loneliness is
an ache to me at night!
MOTHER: We shouldn’
t have allowed you to
stay here alone.
RAE: But he is here in every corner. In
everything I touch. Do you know it’
s
the most remarkable thing, I go around
touching things. He had the most sacra
mental touch of things.
MOTHER: You know—(she stops, expecting
an attack from her daughter.) I was glad
when you married him. You were such
a strange child. It’
s my fault, I know.
I shouldn’
t have left you alone so much.
But, I had to, Rae—we had to live. But
I feel I failed you. I was glad when you
married him, Rae. It gave you some
thing to hold onto. For the first time in
your life, it looked like you were happy.
I knew I’
d failed you.
GRAM: Where do you lay the blame? If
you failed her, I failed you.
MOTHER: Oh, Mother. (She begins to weep.)
GRAM: Stop it, stop it.
RAE: I don’
t want to talk of blame now.
I don’
t want to talk; I want to know.
All I feel is loss. How, how—do—you_
stop—it.
GRAM: Stop crying, stop. (The MOTHER
stops; wipes her face with her hands.)
RAE: Isn’
t it lucky I have no child to do
damage to. The cycle ends with me.
(She punches her stomach.) Within me.
I don’
t even have his child. What use
is there in being a woman if you don’
t
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bear the children of the man who loves
you, you loved?
GRAM: I had five children that lived. Chil
dren die, too.
RAE: Drink your tea, Mother, and wipe your
face. (She stands.) Do you want some
cake? (She goes and gets a knife and
comes back and slices the cake, then
turns and gets some plates and returns to
the table.)
MOTHER: Rae, honey, as things got better
I tried to make it up to you for being
alone so much. I sent you away to the
best school I could afford.
RAE: Am I supposed to say, Thank you?
MOTHER: I have tried to be a good mother
to you. I’
ve tried to give you every
thing.
GRAM: Have you ever tried giving her love?
RAE: O Gram, I had love. H e’
s dead. I sup
pose you can’
t go on expecting to love
and get love as long as you live.
GRAM: If there isn’
t that, then there’
s no
use in going on living.
RAE: Do you know how I feel?
GRAM: I know, but I don’
t understand it.
I have found love in my life. Even if
I have had to wait and search for it.
RAE: But I’
ve never wanted anyone’
s love
but his.
GRAM: I can’
t believe that. If it was so, you
couldn’
t have been so hurt by your moth
er.
RAE: Isn’
t it possible for hurt to die, com
pletely die?
MOTHER: I knew this would happen. What
ever your sins are, you pay right here
on earth—I’
m paying right now.
GRAM: Isn’
t it possible that your loss, your
feeling of loss of him will die?
RAE: I can’
t believe that.
GRAM: Not now you can’
t.
RAE: Not ever. Don’
t tell me time softens
things, look at her. Drink your tea,
Mother; it’
ll make you feel better. Gram,
if it w ouldn’
t kill you, I’
d make you sit
down and help me drink that bottle and
tell you everything that’
s in my heart.
There are things I have to feel, and think,
and believe. There are things I have to
say.
GRAM: I’
m too old; I’
ve heard them all be
fore anyway. I’
ve been burying people
for years. I’
ve been thinking too long

about dying myself to listen to someone
who has to go on living. I could help you
empty that bottle, but you’
re right. It’
d
probably kill me. I’
d listen. And may
be I could tell you some things. The
longer I live the more amazed I am at
what people who have to live together
do to one another. But now is not the
time. Like you, I feel only loss. I look
at my daughter, and I think can this
come from my womb, within me. I had
four children die. I had Cassie, a sweet
child, filled with the wonder of living,
discovering. Oh, yes; I could tell you
about death.
RAE: Have you walked from room to room,
counting the moments? (GRAM nods.)
Sometimes, I carry around a glass of
water, sipping it, without even being
thirsty. And other times I just go and
grab a shirt he wore—it still has the
smell of him—and lie on the bed think
ing about him, holding on to his shirt.

I want to feel something. Even pity for
myself.
GRAM: Live with your ghost. Build up
your memories, renew them. That’
s all
you have left. And Rae, these things
dim with time.
RAE: I don’
t want them to. Gram, I’
ve got
to know; would a child have helped?
GRAM: Not really, what does a child know?
After all, you’
d only use a child as a
weeping wall. After a while, a child
can help, but not at first. I used to take
walks and count the things I’
d remem
ber. I even wrote them down.
(The old woman and the young woman
look at one another for awhile.)
But remember nobody can share your
grief. It’
s something you have to do
alone. Go ahead, sob in the night. Going
out and picking up a stranger won’
t help;
nothing will help, not even tears.
MOTHER: I want to help you, Rae. I’
ll try
to help you. I could help her. Really,
I’
m her m other—I’
m your mother. I
don’
t like to see you suffer. (She is not
hysterical—she’
s had a hysterectomy. She
is pleading—in slow and hesitant words.)
I’
ve got to have a chance to live. You
don’
t think you’
ll kill yourself, do you,
Rae?
RAE: I don’
t think I could. I don’
t want
everything just to end. I have things
I want to remember; I don’
t want to lose
all memory. No, I can’
t kill myself. I
just want to sit here and think.
In the evening, I used to sit here and
wait for him to come home. I’
d have
everything ready to please him. And I’
d
wait. I would think of things to say to
him. (She sighs, admission is tremulous.)
If I was worried, or if I was mad, when
he’
d come everything would be all right.
It would be like the door was opening
with some inside smile down here (She
touches her stomach) and I would be
smiling so much I couldn’
t talk; and he
would come over to me. His eyes look
ing down right into the very bottom of
me. (She thinks for a moment with
eyes closed.) Everything would be all
right, then. We had the rest of the day.
And there was nothing I could do or
want to do except touch him, feel his
warmth.
GRAM: Take me home, now. Rae will think

GRAM: I’
m too old to think about these
things. Do you think anybody will do
that for me? Could she? Could you?
RAE: I don’
t know. (She gets up and wanders
again.)
MOTHER: You both sicken me. We’
re alive,
the three of us. I’
m glad I’
m alive. I’
m
glad it’
s somebody else is dead. Talk
about death; aren’
t either of you afraid
of dying?
GRAM: I got over being afraid of death when
I learned what I was living for.
RAE: And that was love? (GRAM nods again;
MOTHER breaks down into weeping
again.)
GRAM I told you I had to wait for it—even
search for it. Maybe, it’
ll come to you
again.
RAE: And what if it doesn’
t?
GRAM: It makes no difference, if you keep
hoping and looking. You’
ll console your
self with memories and that makes the
looking easier.
RAE: How do you start? Do you get rid of
the old love? Do you go out and buy
yourself a new hat and shoes?
GRAM: That’
s up to you.
RAE: Meanwhile what do I do? Walk
around the house mourning and wailing?
(She strikes herself.) I want to feel hurt;
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what to do. Eventually.
MOTHER: But—
GRAM: She doesn’
t need either of us now.
(The MOTHER stands.)
MOTHER: Rae, I’
ll call you.
RAE: Don’
t, please, don’
t.
GRAM: If she needs us, she’
ll call one of us.
MOTHER: Rae, you’
ve got to let me help you.
You will, honey?
RAE: I don’
t know.
GRAM: Please take me home now. L et’
s
leave Rae to her grief.
RAE: And my days to pass like smoke.
GRAM: You heard it. It’
s 102.
RAE: I don’
t think I’
ll get religion.
GRAM: Maybe not. It’
s lovely to read,
though. It says something I’
ve felt. Some
thing you may be feeling now.
RAE: (looking around, perhaps feeling a
chill) He’
s only been dead for three days.
MOTHER: You’
ll call me, Rae.
(RAE says nothing. GRAM puts her
hand out to stop the MOTHER from say
ing anything more. They turn and go.
RAE picks up the tea things. She sees •
the chocolate cake.)
RAE: Why do people bake chocolate cakes
for the grieving?
(She sits down and the lights grow dim
mer until the play ends in darkness.)
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Venereal Report . . •
(Continued from Page 10)
room, holding out her fat fists like a boxer.
“
So!”she rasped after a strained silence.
“
So!”
Mabel began to cry and Mrs. Fry grabbed
her by the hand.
“
Come on, young lady,”she said. “
It’
s about
time you learned that drinking beer in men’
s
apartments can bring nothing but trouble.”
She guided Mabel out of the room and
slammed the door. Lanny had passed out on
the bed and I had to toss around on the rocker
all night, wondering how my folks would re
act to their son’
s dismissal from school. How
ever, the next day Mrs. Fry said she would
not turn us in because it was our first offense
and we hadn’
t broken any furniture.
A disastrous Final Week marked the end
of Lanny’
s college career. The next quarter
I got a letter from him saying he planned to
go to South America to work for an oil com
pany. The letter was postmarked Wolf Point,
Montana, and I hear that he is still there,
working for the Post Office.
This winter I am living in a small basement
apartment with blue rabbits on the wall
paper and a picture of a robed Theda Bara
taming two lions. The skies are still over
cast, but there are waves of dry, sugar-clean
snow everywhere, and I can walk Mabel to
the show without getting my feet wet. I am
practically going steady with her now, and
she wants me to pledge a fraternity so we
can get pinned.
My roommate this year is a Korean vet
eran majoring in Art, and we get along fair
ly well, although he drinks a lot. He had
an unhappy love affair in high school and
says he will never really be in love again
even thought the girl is married to a Luth
eran minister and has four children. He
says he is going to wait for her, because she
is the only good thing that’
s ever happened
to him.
“
You don’
t know how she was, John,”he
will say, staring glassily at the linoleum.
“
Slim and well built, with long, smooth
auburn hair in a pony tail and the most
beautiful blue-grey eyes.”
I am planning to line him up with M abel’
s
sister who is a graduate assistant in Home
Ec. I think it’
s unhealthy for people to re
main in a fantasy world all their lives.

Existential Aesthetics . . .

The piece of sculpture was somehow al
ready “
there”
, not in a spatial sense but as
potentiality and yet reality; Kierkegaard’
s
writings were already “
there”; authentic ex
istence is already “
there”; the self is al
ready “
there.” How does that which is al
ready “
there”but not yet “
here”come to be
made available, come to be opened to view?
It is liberated. But how is liberation possible?
“
Grace”may be a perfectly adequate no
tion for characterizing such phenomena, for
for those who may have an experiential
reality to which such a notion may refer. I
have none. For me the word that carries
the appropriate meaning and connotations
for characterizing the phenomena of libera
tion is “
inspiration.”
Nietzsche, who is generally conceived to
lay such heavy emphasis on the ego and the
will, might be called upon to give relevant
testimony concerning the notion of inspira
tion. With all of his characteristic emphasis
on the will, Nietzsche presents a quite dif
ferent point of view in relation to inspiration.
In view of this, his words carry an added
weight. He describes in Ecce Homo his
mood while involved in the creation of Zarathustra: “
Has any one at the end of the
nineteenth century any distinct notion of
what poets of a stronger age understood by
the word inspiration? If not, I will describe
it . . . the idea of revelation in the sense that
something becomes suddenly visible and aud
ible with indescribable certainty and accur
acy, which profoundly convulses and upsets
one—describes simply the matter of fact.
One hears—one does not seek; one takes—
one does not ask who gives: a thought sud
denly flashes up like lightning, it comes with
necessity, unhesitatingly—I have never had
any choice in the matter . . . everything hap
pens quite involuntarily, as if in a tempest
uous outburst of freedom, of absoluteness, of
power and divinity.”
The coming-into-being of a work of art or
of thought (the distinction is not relevant
since an authentic work of thought must be
artistic) is a gift. That which enables one
to create and to liberate is a gift; it may not
be acquired by any effort of the human
will; it comes involuntarily. Alas! In the
attempt of further inquiry into the meaning
of the paradox of “
becoming what one is”
we have gone full circle and arrived at an
other paradox. What may be done to con-

(Continued from Page 6)

sibility of authenticity. Our question now
concerns the how of the liberation from the
bonds of inauthenticity, the how of the over: coming of “
becoming what one is” from
: which “
being what one is”issues.
It is at this juncture that we enter the sub
ject of the present essay. A work of art is
unique in relation to our present inquiry
because its mode of existence is authentic;
it “
is what it is”; it has overcome “
becoming”
. through the creative liberation of the artist
and exists as “
being.” Thus, through an
f appreciation of the work of art existentially,
, i.e., by an appreciation of the genesis and
; mode of existence of a work of art, we may
: more fully appreciate the genesis and mode
j of authentic existence in human life. A work
of art exists authentically and a human be! ing may exist authentically. The work of art
has consummated its task of “
becoming what
I it is”
, human existence always has this task
before it.
Since authentic existence is a task, it
■seems as though it is “
some-thing” to be
done. May we go about doing this “
some
thing”in the same manner in which we go
about doing any other “
thing”in our life of
| daily activity, i.e., by deciding upon the ap[ propriate method for consumating the thingto-be-done and accomplishing the task with
‘expediency and efficiency? No! Methodol
ogy is no more applicable to the genesis of
I authentic human existence than it is to the
| genesis of a work of art. Art brought into
j existence by methodology never achieves
| more than mere fabrication.
Many sculptors and lovers of sculpture
will bear witness to the fact that a piece of
f sculpture is not planned and mentally fab* ricated prior to its execution; the piece of
, sculpture is rather liberated from the block
; of stone in which it was imprisoned.
Kierkegaard gives voice to a variation of
the same theme in relation to the coming, into-being of a work of thought. He says,
‘
In a sense, I have produced my entire work
; in an even uninterrupted course as if I had
done nothing but copy from day to day par
ticular fragments of an already printed
book.”(The Point of View for My Work as
'• Author)
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summate the liberation of authentic existence
from the bonds of inauthenticity? No-thing!
It comes as a gift. But to receive the full
benefit of a gift, one must be receptive, one
must be open. Seek silence, wait, and listen.
Apart from the genesis of authentic human
existence, how may we conceive of the ac
tual mode of such existence? An inquiry in
to the ontological structure of a work of art
might well give us fresh insight into what
it may mean “
to become what one is”pre
cisely because a work of art which comesinto-being through genuine liberation “
is
what it is”; it has overcome its “
becoming.”
Authenticity is permanently liberated from
the bonds of inauthenticity in a work of art.
We may not, however, be able to appreciate
a work of art as “
being what it is”due to
the same reasons why we may not be re
ceptive to the gift of inspiration. We are
too prone to insist that a work of art yield
up its meaning, while all that need be done
is to seek silence, to wait, and to listen. But
does this mean that the appreciation of a
work of art as existing authentically holds
as its prerequisite the mode of existence of
the human being as somehow authentic?
There is no clear yes or no answer to this
question. It is the strange power of a work
of art to be able to transform the prevalent
inauthentic “
stance” of human being and
yield primary experience of authentic rela
tion between him and another world-entity
(the work of art) while at the same time
revealing its own mode as continuing auth
enticity.
It is in virtue of such a primary encounter
and appreciation of a work of art as authentic
existence that the possibility of appreciating
and encountering other world-entities “
as
they are”
, of “
letting the thing be as it is”
becomes truly possible. The work of art en
joys a privileged position in the contempor
ary world in that it has had the dynamic
power to withstand the reduction of all ob
jects by man’
s practical interests to a mere
utility. This power has also enabled the
work of art to survive the disintegration of
all objects by science into abstracts.
In contrast, nature has been especially vul
nerable to the practical demands of utility
and the abstractions of science. Consider a
tree—what is a tree? Man’
s utility says,
“
It’
s good for making lumber, plywood, paper,
and a multitude of other products; it’
s good
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to shade my house and yard from the sum
mer sun; it’
s good to have on hillsides since
it helps prevent erosion; it’
s good in large
numbers in the countryside to provide diver
sion from the clatter of the marketplace.”
Man’
s science says, “
A woody perennial plant
having a single axis or stem, commonly ex
ceeding ten feet in height which grows, fol
iates, and bears seeds according to certain
general laws. It takes in moisture and other
elements needed for nourishment through its
roots and leaves, etc. etc.”
The relationship between men and trees
which is missing from such a list is a relation
ship of man as man to tree as tree. I believe
that it is perhaps the unique power of a work
of art in the modern world somehow to in
struct us as to the nature of such a relation
ship. When the resonant voice of a work of
art calls us up and into its presence, we may
appreciate how its existence is authentic,
how it “
is what it is”; this makes it possible
to conceive of other world-entities existing
in the same light. By an appreciation of a
work of art as being-what-it-is, the possibility
is opened up for the appreciation of trees,
cats, and steamships as being-what-they-are.
A work of art is creatively liberated in re
spect to its genesis, its coming-into-being,
and creatively liberating in respect to its
continuing-in-being. As we saw in our in
quiry into the genesis of a work of art, the
artist or thinker is a “
m aker”
, but not in
the sense of an egoistic forcer. He does not
force the earth to yield up meaning, but
contrarily, he is a anonymous liberator. The
genesis of a work of art is only appropriately
called creative in its continuing-in-being only
insofar as it is liberating in existential re
lation to human beings and other worldentities. It is liberating in relation to human
beings in that it reveals how it is possible for
something to exist “
as it is”
, and it is liber
ating in relation to other world-entities in
that it reveals how it is possible for them to
exist in the same light.
A work of art “
is what it is” and thus
exists in continuing authenticity. Our in
quiry, thus farr has revealed the first aspect
of the ontological structure of a work of art
as creative liberation... A work of art is auth
entic existence in virtue of its creative lib
eration in relation both to its coming-intobeing and its continuing-in-being. But a
work of art exists as continuing creative lib-

eration only insofar as it exists as total in
tegrity. Here we pass to a consideration of
the second aspect of a work of art’
s ontolog
ical structure—total integrity.
A work of art exists as total integrity—
complete, undivided, and unbroken. In vir
tue of this aspect of its ontological structure,
the work of art always steps forth into rela
tion as total affirmation. We may not, how
ever, always appreciate this total-affirmativestepping-forth of the work of art due to our
inability to seek silence, to wait, and to listen.
The total - affirmative - stepping - forth of a
work of art is, to use a human analogy, a
stepping-forth with the entire personality.
There are no ulterior motives coming into
play, no reservation, no holding-back.
The work of art is only able to exist as
total integrity and to step forth in total af
firmation on the grounds of its resonance.
Here we pass to a consideration of the third
and final aspect of the work of art’
s onto
logical structure—resonance. Resonance as
an aspect of the ontological structure of a
work of art is to be understood as “
sympa
thetic vibration with”and “
sympathetic vi
bration beyond” the work of art’
s artistic
structure.
Artistic structure limits and delimits a work
of art. The primary limiting elements of
artistic structure are the materials used, be
they pigment and canvas, words and paper,
chisel and stone, or notes and instruments.
The secondary limiting elements of artistic
structure are the stylistic elements of the
various modes of expression. In poetry,
these limiting and demanding elements are
rhyme, rhythm, line, stanza, meter, and verse;
in painting, they are harmony, color, line,
perspective, and balance. A similar list could
be given for music, sculpture, architecture,
and drama. It is sufficient for our purposes
here to realize the reality of such elements
and the demands which they entail.
A work of art may be resonant with respect
to its artistic structure, i.e., it may “
sympa
thetically vibrate with”and “
sympathetically
vibrate beyond” its artistic structure, and

thus possess its structure in its full reality,
or it may be in bondage to its structure. A
work of art which is in bondage to its struc
ture is improperly so-called since it is not
yet a work of art. A work of art which
possesses its artistic structure in its full real
ity is full of resonance.
The distinction between a work of art
being in bondage to its artistic structure and
being in possession of the full reality of its
structure may be most clearly appreciated
if we consider a poem. When a poem is in
bondage to its structure, we sense that the
structural elements—'rhyme, rhythm, line,
meter, and stanza are the determinative ele
ments of the poem. The existence of the
poem as poem falls victim to the structure.
When a poem possesses its structure in its
full reality, the structure remains with all of
its inherent limitations, but the structure
does not dominate the existence of the poem.
The poem does not exist as poem in spite
of its structure nor does it exist as poem in
virtue of its structure. There is a “
sympa
thetic vibration”between the poem and its
structure. This “
sympathetic vibration”con
sists of an affirmation of structure which is at
the same time a freedom from the bondage
of structure. The poem as poem vibrates
sympathetically with and sympathetically
beyond its structure, participating in a con
tinuing mode of authentic existence.
In the course of our exploration we have
considered what seem to me to be the three
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aspects of the ontological structure of a work
of art. These three aspects do not exist in
dependently and were only considered inde
pendently for the sake of clarity. Creative
liberation through a work of art is only pos
sible on the ground of its total integrity and
its full resonance. Total integrity and re
sonance similarly are only possible on the
ground of the other two. The work of art is
authentic existence and exists as creatively
liberated and creatively liberating in a rela
tion of affirmation of its total integrity and
in freedom from the bondage of structure
through its full resonance.
We now return to our original question—
What may it mean “
to become what one is?”
There is no easy answer to this question,
there is no prescription, no antibiotic, no
cure-all pill to be taken for this “
sickness.”
In view of this, we should be exceedingly
wary of hucksters and medicine-men who
claim to be “
selling”such a product. Diag
nosis precedes cure and I believe that any
diagnosis that fails to appreciate and to cre
atively affirm the proper reference of E liot’
s
pronoun, “
We,”has already negated even the
possibility of cure.
I have attempted, in a measure, to explore

some of the implications of the task of human
existence through an inquiry into the onto
logical structure of a work of art. The ulti
mate relevance of such inquiry would stem
from the acceptance or rejection of the pre
supposition that a work of art “
is what it is”
and its consequent unique relationship to
the task of human existence as “
becoming
what one is.”
Through an appreciation of the authentic
existence of a work of art, we may come to
appreciate that authentic human existence
is “
one” with the mode of existence of a
work of art, with the important reservation
that the work of art “
is what it is”and human
existence is always “
becoming what one is.”
The work of art is thus the stage upon which
the possibility of authentic human experience
is presented in living and vital form.
That we may be open and receptive to
such possibility—
Suffer us not to mock ourselves with falsehood
Teach us to care and not to care
Teach us to sit still
Even among these rocks
—T. E. Eliot, “
Ash Wednesday”

Teach us to seek silence, to wait, and ... to
listen.
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The M etam orphosis
o f M edusa

THE

By MICHAEL LINN

MONTANA

I. Neptune

POWER

j I saw Minerva’
s priestess—golden-haired,

Virginal Medusa—and was sorely hit
COMPANY
By Cupid’
s arrow. Lustful Eros bared
A sudden tumult in my depths; and it
|Flared to explosion, sulphurous and foul,
Not smoldering, but bursting forth as flame
I From earth’
s plutonic center. No avowal
I made of love. Up from the sea I came.
LEARN MORE — EARN MORE
with
I Not all the water in my wide domain
Barnes
and Noble
\Could quench the fire of agony I bore,
f Ruthless, I crushed her. Then, relieved of
College Outlines and
pain,
Everyday Handbooks
■
I left her lorn. I wanted her no more.
1Now, bright hair turned to writhing snakes,
FULL LINE CARRIED IN STOCK AT
undone,
She waits for Perseus and oblivion.
II. Medusa
RUDY' S NE WS
329 N. Higgins
How can I tell what has befallen me—

I

The frenzy, terror, horror, hurt, and shame?
He burst upon me, smelling of the sea,
And I was helpless. Am I, then, to blame?
I His eyes insensate, furious with the rage
Of lust, his hands like tentacles, he bore
Upon me suddenly in wild outrage;
And like a wave that ravishes the shore,
He ravished me—and left. Now destitute—
A priestess in a temple once, constrained—

I

I bear the shame. Why must the pure impute
| The sin to me alone? Had he remained
I To show some hint of ruth, some
blandishment
I Of love, I might endure this punishment.
III. Minerva
I I turned away and hid my eyes behind
I My brazen shield at the unholy sight
I When he came storming from the sea. I find
I No words to tell my loathing at the blight
11Put on my honor. Vain of her soft tresses
And the immoral beauty that she wore,
j Ostentatiously, like Venus’Cestus,
[> She allured designedly like any whore.
Could I, the virgin goddess, thus endure
h A strumpet’
s lewdness in my temple here,
’The sanctuary of the chaste, the pure?
31
: Her struggles and her pleas were insincere;
Her sin, the deadly mortal sin of lust;
: Her punishment, inexorable, just.

CHIMNEY CORNER
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A GOOD PLACE
TO EAT

"The Store for Men and
Women who buy for Men"

403 NORTH HIGGINS
Phone LI 3-7711

